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Пролог47mYoung маг Рин Тосака развязывает легендарного лучника, чтобы сражаться с слугами воинов своих одноклассников за Святой Грааль, но кто-то не играет честно2. Зимние дни, Судьбоносная ночь47m События предыдущего эпизода разворачиваются с другой точки зрения, так как Широ отгоравял атаки Лансера, прежде чем вызвать своего
слугу, Saber.3. Занавес идет tries to explain shirou the Holy Grail War, including her own role as the Master, with the help of her guardian Kire Kotomin.4 The first battle23mRin, Archer, Shiro and Saber face a seemingly unstoppable servant of the new girl, Berserker, in a long battle that can destroy them all.5 The search for the will to fight23mShir' learns the truth about Saber
and how the Seven Servants function. Meanwhile, Rin and Archer are fighting an enemy that feeds on the energy of human life.6 Dancing after school23mRin threatens to harm Shirou if he does not give up his command seals, but they fore hold a truce when an unknown Servant attacks7. Mirage23mInring to the truce, Rin and Shirou track an unknown woman Servant, bumping
into a mystery that reveals a larger conspiracy.8 Reward for fighting death23mPost. By protecting Shirou from Caster, Archer allows the attacking woman Servant to escape, a decision that angers and confuses Shirou.9 Winter days when the heart of Is23mShinji creates a new, stronger barrier around the school, bringing the energy of everyone inside except Rin and Shirou, who
suffer from unearthly beings.10 Distance between them23mAfter a conversation over dinner with Tyga and Saber, Shirou wonders whether he wants to become a hero of justice just to follow the path of Kiritsugu11. The fifth Contractor23mShir and Saber help Rin test his theory that Kuzuki is a master of Caster, but the truth is more sinister than any of them could have imagined.12
A visitor approaching the slightly 23mAs of the wounded Shirou and Rin plan strategy against Caster, Shiro believes he must defend his ideals, both for her and Archer.13. The final solution47mShire, Rin and Sauber are trapped inside the invisible barrier Caster, which unleashes unknown forces against them in the Battle of the Holy Grail. This article is about anime television
series. For the 2010 film, See Destiny/Stay At Night: Unlimited Blade Works (film). Destiny/Stay Night: Unlimited Blade WorksPromotional Art for Blu-ray Window Destiny/Stay Night: Unlimited Blade Works. Animei-TV SeriesDirector Takahiro MiuraKaira Kayama Kazahuhara SatoTatsuki IchinosmeMizika Gideiuki Fukasawayuki KazjiuraNumber 201Tudiodoimoctooctoac AUS
HanabeeNA Aniplex of AmericaUK MVM EntertainmentOriginal run October 4, 2014 - June 27, 2015Episodes26 (Episode List) Original video animationFate/stay night: Unlimited Blade Works - Sunny DayOnthuped Tkakahhiro MiuraKonoNoSno NasuMusic Gideiuki FukasavaStitoItLicensur AUS Hanabina Anipex from AmericaUK MVM EntertainmentReOcleasedtober 7,
2015Runtime10 minutes Anime and manga portal Destiny / Stay at Night: Unlimited Blade Works is an anime series produced by Ufotable. It is based on the visual novel Destiny/Stay Night produced by Type Moon. The story is primarily based on the plot of Unlimited Blade Works in a visual novel, and follows Shirou Emia, a high school student and amateur magician living in
Fuyuki, Japan. Shirou was unexpectedly led to the Fifth Grail War, a secret magic tournament in which seven participants known as Masters and their Servants are reincarnated as the embodiments of legendary historical heroes, fight in the battle for the Holy Grail, an almighty magic bowl that can fulfill any wish or desire of its victor. When Shirou and his Servant Saber are forced
together with Rin Tosaka, another Master in the Holy Grail War, Shirou finds himself earning a strong dislike of the mysterious Servant Archer Rin, whose motives are unknown. The concept of the anime Unlimited Blade Works originated from Ufotable President Hikaru Kondo, who wanted to create a new anime adaptation based on the visual novel Fate/stay night. Although
initially many staff were in disagreement over how to properly adapt the novel due to its three itineraries, it was eventually decided that the unlimited Blade Works route would be adapted. In creating the series, Ufotable wanted to continue exploring the main character's conflicts with Archer, as well as providing new scenes not shown in the original visual novel. The music was
written by Hideyuki Fukasawa, Yuki Kajiura and NUMBER 201. The series was first announced in early 2014. Its 26 episodes were divided into two seasons, which aired from October 4 to December 27, 2014 and from April 4 to June 27, 2015, respectively. The series was released on DVD and Blu-ray in both Japanese and English-speaking territories in 2015. Unlimited Blade
Works was one of the most anticipated animes of late 2014, following the overall popularity of the Fate franchise and the success of the previous adaptation of Ufotable Fate/zero. After the release, it received very positive reviews from critics who sent special praise to the writing of Shirou and other characters, as well as visually striking animation. It was a major commercial
success in Japan, with several best-selling home press releases and numerous awards from Newtype magazine. Plot Home article: List of Destiny/Stay Night: Unlimited Blade Works Episodes See also: List of Destiny/Stay Night Characters Story revolves around Shirou Emia, a hardworking and honest teenager who reluctantly enters the fifth iteration of a death-to-death battle of
the Royale called the Holy Grail of War, where combatants fight magic and heroes throughout history for the chance to have their wishes. Orphaned and the only survivor of the massive fire in the city of Fuyuki as a child, Shirou was adopted by a retired magician named Kiritsugu Emia, who died a few years later. Shiro's sense of responsibility for the dead and his own salvation
through his father formed a strong desire for justice and peace in him. One evening, Shirou suddenly came across two warriors, Archer and Lancer, fighting at his school. He was attacked. almost killed Lancer, but Archer's owner, Rin Tosaka manages to revive him shortly before his death. However, Lancer attacks again, and shortly before Shirou is about to be killed, he
accidentally calls his servant, Saber, who saves his life. With this call, traces of the Command Seal appear on Shirou's hand, formalizing his entry as Master in the Holy Grail War. When Saber forces Lancer to escape, she fights Archer, but Shirou accidentally stops her with his magic after seeing Rina, his classmate. Shirou and Rin decide to create an alliance to fight other
magicians. Through the priest Kire Kotomina Shirou learns about the context of the Holy Grail War. Although initially hesitant, he decides to take part to avoid future catastrophes occurring as a result of the wishes granted by the Holy Grail. As the war continues, Shirou begins to develop his own skills as a magus by imitating Archer's abilities, and Rin notes the striking similarities
between the two. However, in the battle against Caster's servant in an attempt to save his guardian Fujimura, Shirou loses control of Saber, who is imprisoned by Caster. Shirou vows to fight with his own magical powers to stop the war and save his friends. Archer betrays Rin during the fight against Caster, but Rin reforms his alliance with Shirou. With Lancer's help, the duo
manage to free Saber from Caster, who was then killed. To get more allies, Rin and Shirou decide together with Ilyaswiel von Einzbern and her servant Berserker. However, Gilgamesh, a former servant of Kotomin, arrives and kills Ilya and Berserker before Rin and Shirou can stop him. At Ilya's Villa, Archer challenges Shirou in battle, hoping to destroy Shirou's goal of being a
hero. Confused, Saber demands to know what his true intentions are, and Archer shows himself as Shirou's version of the future, which became a heroic spirit after being disillusioned in the way he took. However, Shirou accepts his future, despite Archer's regrets, deciding to stick to Kiritsugu's ideal of being a hero. Gilgamesh tries to kill Archer and Shirou, but the first sacrifices
himself to protect the latter. Gilgamesh takes Ilya's heart, planning to use another of his master Shinji Mata to summon the spoiled Holy Grail. To follow Archer's hopes, Rin passes Shirou his mana to fight Gilgamesh to reproduce Archer's powers. Since Shirou nearly kills Gilgamesh, Archer uses his last power to deliver the last attack on his enemy, helping Saber destroy the Holy
Grail. When the war is over and the servants are gone, Shirou and Rin move to London to learn more about magic, and Shirou again vows to preserve the ideals of Kiritsugu. In the post-credits scene, Archer appears in another dimension, and disappears as he remembers the words of his past self, just as another, young, hooded man appears in the same field. Production of
Shirou Emia developed Судо в Неограниченный Blade Works Works In 2011, Type-Moon overstepped Fate/stay night on PlayStation Vita. Type-Moon is designed to include animated cutscenes for each of the routes to the port. The ufotable studio was tasked with reviving the cutscenes. During the production, Ufotable President Hikaru Kondo had an idea of the possibility of
creating a full-fledged anime series, which will be an adaptation of the visual novel. At the time, Studio Deen had already created two works based on a visual novel, including the 2006 animated series, mostly based on Destiny, and the 2010 film based on the Unlimited Blade Works. Kondo proposed the idea to Type-Moon CEO Takashi Takeuchi, and it was approved. The original
visual novel includes three itineraries: Destiny, Unlimited Blade Works and Heavenly Sense, which begin with similar spaces, but gradually become unique stories, and differ in their focus on different main female characters - Saber, Rina and Sakura, respectively. The Ufotable Production Committee had differing opinions regarding the development of a new anime series. Some of
them advocated the idea of following the source material to the last detail, while others, such as Hikaru Kondo and Takashi Takeuchi, wanted to frame the 'Destiny' route to highlight the character traits of Saber that were featured in Destiny/Zero. However, this idea was not unanimously supported by the other production committees. As a result, the idea was rescinded, with the
consensus that the Destiny Route's already animated Studio Deen would serve as an introduction to the Fate of the Universe settings. Producer Atsuhiro Iwakawa suggested that the adaptation of the Unlimited Blade Works route would be a logical continuation of the events of Destiny/S zero. Iwakim was sure that the plot of this route would be better presented as a tv series,
rather than as a feature film. Ufotable said they wanted to develop the series in a dark tone similar to Fate/Noero, with Shirou Emia's characteristic also altered from the original visual novel. As a result, Miura noted that in future work he would prefer to pay more attention to uncovering Shirou's character as a character through his personal traits rather than through the women
associated with him, as opposed to a visual novel. The CEO of Type-Moon believed that only Nasu himself was able to convey all the ideas that he had put in Shirou, and help them to properly reflect on the screen and deepen the public perception of the hero. Another character miura asked Kinoko Nasu to expand was Ilya, who developed in the second half of the series when
she learned about her father's past and as a result driven by fear. The characters were designed by Tomonori Sudo, who was given materials and key animations for consideration in preparation for his work. As a fan of Type-Moon, he was at odds about how best to portray each character's expression, but worked with the screen and animation directors in order to that he was
pleased with the combat choreography and animation throughout the television series. The ruins of Glastonbury Abbey were seen in the epilogue of the series. King Arthur's grave is visible in the center. Voice Actors All Japanese Voice actors from Dean's studio adaptation of Destiny/Stay night reprised their roles. In contrast, the English dubs change the roles of Shirou, Saber
and Archer Bryce Papenbrook, Kari Wahlgren and Kaiji Tan, respectively. Papenbrook felt that the story had gone another way in Unlimited Blade Works and that the creators wanted another take on Shirou. He was told to play Shirou in a real way. As a result, Papenbrook said he had to get himself into a deep mentality in order to play the role best. Noriaki Sugiyama noted that he
was tense before he started recording for Unlimited Blade Works, as he has not participated in the main series of Fate since 2010. Sugiyama expressed concern that Shirou's voiceover in comedy spin-offs such as Fate/kaleid liner Prisma Illya and Carnival Phantasm would affect his performance on Unlimited Blade Works. Ayeko Kawasumi, Seiu Seier, noted that the
characterization of her role differed in Unlimited Blade Works from the Fate route due to her heroine's lack of romantic feelings for Shirou in the itinerary. Consequently, Saber was portrayed with more stoic behavior, seeing Shirou as her Master rather than a romantic interest. Music composer Yuki Kajiura Fate/stay night (Unlimited Blade Works) Original soundtrack that I wrote,
arranged and produced by Hideyuki Fukasawa, Yuki Kajiura and NUMBER 201. LiSA performed a new cover of This Illusion, a returning theme from the 2006 series. The album was first released in Japan on March 25, 2015 by Aniplex, a subsidiary of Sony Music Entertainment (Japan), with the number of the anzkh-11636 catalog, and was released as part of the North American
limited edition Blu-Ray, set on August 25, 2015. More than 400 tracks have been created for the entire Unlimited Blade Works soundtrack. This far exceeded the average for 24 episodes of the anime series, which usually range from about 40-50 tracks. Two revised Yuki Kajiura compositions from the Fate/Noero series were used as a retrospective stage accompaniment.
Originally, the second theme of the series was to be Last Stardust, written by Eimer. However, the staff did not find it suitable for video sequences and instead used Brave Shine. Writer Kinoko Nasu decided to use Last Stardust for Heaven's Feel, but Unlimited Blade Works instead used it as an insertion of the song in episode 20 during Shirou's battle with Archer. The vocals
focus on the fire that destroyed the city of Shirou, and deals with his acceptance of Kiritsugu's death when he decides to follow his dream, despite any regrets he may have in his life. Aimer also drew inspiration from the relationship between Jesus and his disciple Iscariot in the development of the relationship between Shirou and Archer, with the latter often showing intent to kill the
former, believing that he should never have been born; similar words were said between Jesus and Judas. Original soundtrack I Fate/stay night (Unlimited Blade Works) Original soundtrack by ISoundtrack from Hideyuki FukasawaReleasedMarch 25, 201525 August 2015 North America Records2015GenreSoundtrackLength73:25LabelSony Music Publishing (Japan)
Inc.ProducerHideyuki Fukasawanumer 201 (track 25)Yuki Kajiura (track 26 No 27) No.TitleLength1. Unlimited Blade works5:302. Rin: Memory 召喚2:353. Archer3:114. Shirou: ⾚い記憶 call2:015. Face to face1:016. Souls to fight3:397 . Storm1:188. Whirlwind of Fate4:299. Melody Rin1:0410. Dream1:4511. Sword, no words1:5212. Purple shade2:1913. In Battle1:2614.
Arrow0:3315. Rin: my wish1:0016. Two Hearts1:5117. The cause of the murder1:2518. Fist of desperate awakening4:2719. Dark glow2:5320. Unacceptable1:5621. Rulebreaker3:4322. Shirou: There's nowhere to go.0323. Every choice, every step5:3924. Far from you2:1125. THIS ILLUSION (Season 1. LiSA Vocals.) 4:0426.Count it from scratch (Produced by Yuki
Kajiura)4:3427. Down to zero (Produced by Yuki Kajiura)4:56Total length:73:25 Main article: List of Destiny/Stay Night: Unlimited Blade Works episodes series was first announced in early 2014, and official announcements about its cast and storyline were made in July 2014. The anime was co-produced by Aniplex, Notes and Ufotable, the same studios that co-released the 20112012 anime adaptation. Directed by Takahiro Miura, the music was written by Hideyuki Fukasawa; character design by Tomonori Sudu, Hisayuki Tabata and Atsushi Ikaria, based on original designs by Takashi Takeuchi; and art, 3D, and photography direction Koji Eto, Kojiro Shishido, and Yuichi Terao, respectively. The first half of the series ran from October 4 to December 27,
2014, and the second half ran from April 4 to June 27, 2015. The extended online show premiered on September 28, 2014 in several countries around the world, including Japan, the United States, France, Germany and South Korea. In Japan, the series was collected in a total of 11 volumes of DVDs, which were released from November 26, 2014 to September 30, 2015. Two
Blu-ray compilation discs were also released. The first disc containing the first season was released on March 25, 2015. The second disc was released on October 7, 2015. American company Aniplex acquired the rights to streaming and home video in 2014 for North America. They released the English dub for the first half of the series on DVD and limited Blu-ray Disc on August
25, 2015. The ten-minute original video animation episode, titled Sunny Day, was included in the blu-ray release for the second half of the series, which was released on October 7, 2015. The episode was based on alternative ending from a visual novel. To promote the anime, Shirou, Saber, Rin, and Archer were added to the Summons Board video game. The Alchemist Code
crossover was also used to promote the anime. The reception of Unlimited Blade Works received positive reviews from critics who praised the way Ufotable coped with the main characters. Critics also applauded the quality of the show's animation. Kotaku reviewer Richard Eisenbays called it the most beautiful television anime series he has ever seen, but noted that the smooth
transitions between individual frames and the chosen range of colors created a cinematic effect that he believed was superior to the average anime and even previous works created by Ufotable. In addition, Nick Creamer of Anime News Network highlighted computer special effects that he believes have improved the overall quality of visual effects. Chris Beveridge of The Fandom
Post used Shirou's characterization of the series, especially with regard to his contrasting ideals with Archer and Kiritsugu. The Japanese considered Shirou's decision to become a tragic warrior unusual in the narrative, showing the depth of character. They also claimed that Archer Rin's betrayal was an emotional plot twist, due to the duo's contract and connection in previous
episodes. Seb Reed praised the television series, saying he felt he was outperforming the 2006 Studio Deen adaptation because of Rin and Archer's big roles in the series. He felt they were the best characters in the series. Beveridge shares similar feelings with Reid; he also found Rin more attractive than Saber because of his role as a former in the series finale. Thrillist named
the series one of the best anime of the 2010s, with praise for the warriors depicted in the Holy Grail, as well as the characteristic of Shirou. The episode added a new scene where a man with a striking resemblance to Shirou was seen walking in Archer's dimension. This has raised many questions among fans about Shirou's fate. However, the author of the visual novel Destiny
Kinoko Nasu remained ambiguous as to whether this man was Shirou or not. The first Blu-ray sold 33,876 units, topped the charts. By March 2015, the Fate franchise was the most #1 in the collective sales of CDs, books and videos. By the end of 2015, there were 76,222 Volumes of Blu-ray in Japan. In the same year, the series also won the Best Work award for Newtype
magazine. The theme song Brave Shine won the award for best theme song in the magazine, while the overall soundtrack was second only to Aldnoah.Noero. Takahiro Miura was also awarded best director, while the character designers finished third. Eimer's single Brave Shine peaked at number four on the Oricon and Billboard Japan Hot 100 charts. Notes (officially stylized
Destiny/Stay at Night (Unlimited Blade Works) - Destiny/Stay Night Unlimited Blade Works Blu-Ray Disc Box I Booklet. Type Moon. 2015. page 5. a b c d e Destiny/stay note 「 Unlimited Blade Works」岩上敦宏╳近藤光╳武内崇:「UBW」アニメ化発端となった出来事. Type-Moon Type-Moon. 2015. 16-21. New Destiny/Stay Night Anime to be more serious as fate/zero. A silicone.
Archive from the original on December 28, 2018. Received on December 27, 2018. Destiny/stay night 「 Unlimited Blade Works」: 岩上敦宏╳近藤光╳武内崇:「UBW」アニメ化発端となった出来事. Type Moon - Tokyo : Kadokawa Shoten. 2015. 16-21. Destiny/Stay Night: Unlimited Blade runs Part 2 (Blu-ray). Fun. 2015. Studio: Ufotable - Tomonori Sudo Interview - Fate/stay
night: Heaven's Feel Premiere. T Ono. Received on May 18, 2019. Aniplex USA Destiny /stay night: UBW, Durarara!! ×2 Syo Release Details. Anime news network. Received 2019-04-30. Episode 118 - Destiny / Stay The Night Unlimited Blade works w/ Harold. Animation Station Podcast. Archive from the original january 10, 2019. Received on January 9, 2019. Destiny/stay night
「 Unlimited Blade Works」 : Special interview 杉紀彰╳諏訪部順. Type Moon / Type-Moon ACE. - Tokyo : Kadokawa Shoten. 2015. 34-37. Interview by Ayako Kawasumi and Anime Expo 2015. T Ono. Archive from the original for 2018-12-28. Received on December 27, 2018. Fate 10周年! : 武内崇 - qタヒユ : / Type-Moon // Type-Moon ACE. - Tokyo : Kadokawa Shoten, 2014. No 9. -. 8-13. 【Amer/ I ask you】歌詞意味を徹底解釈 暗くも切ない思いを描く主題歌で間桐桜! (Japanese). The fireworks project. Received on March 16, 2019. Aimer「LAST STARDUST」歌詞が知りたい!アニメ挿⼊歌をPLAY♪ (Japanese). Received on March 15, 2019. Aimer「LAST STARDUST」歌詞が知りたい!アニメ挿⼊歌をPLAY♪ (Japanese). Received on March 16,
2019. New Destiny/Stay Night Anime at the ufotable Autumn 2014 premiere. Anime news network. Received on April 24, 2019. Destiny/Stay Night anime remake starring, staff revealed. Anime news network. Received on April 24, 2019. New Destiny/Stay Night TV Anime is Unlimited Blade Works. Anime news network. July 27, 2014. Received on July 27, 2014. Hulu, Crunchyroll
for streaming Destiny/Stay Night Unlimited Blade Works. Anime news network. September 10, 2014. Received on September 10, 2014. Rent DVDs (in Japanese). Moon type. Archive from the original on August 5, 2015. Received on April 25, 2019. Blu-ray Box I. / 早期予約 店舗特典 (japanese). Moon type. Archive from the original dated August 10, 2015. Received on April 25,
2019. Blu-ray Box II. / 早期予約 店舗特典 (in Japanese). Moon type. Archive from the original on August 18, 2015. Received on April 25, 2019. Aniplex USA Streams 2 English subtitles Destiny/Stay Night remake trailers. Anime news network. May 25, 2014. Received on May 26, 2014. Anime Expo to host Destiny/Stay Night UBW Singers, Voice Actress, Staff, English Dub. Anime
network June 13, 2015. Received on June 13, 2015. Aniplex USA Destiny /stay night: UBW, Durarara!! ×2 Syo Release Details. Anime news network. July 2, 2015. Received on July 4, 2015. Year. Destiny/Stay Night UBW Blu-ray Box 2 Adds 10-Minute Short. Anime news network. August 3, 2015. Received on September 26, 2015. Collab Destiny. GungHo Online Entertainment.
Archive from the original dated February 3, 2019. Received on February 2, 2019. Limited Destiny/Stay at Night (Unlimited Blade Works) Crossover with Alchemist Code smartphone game. Manga.Tokyo. Autumn 2014 Anime Preview Guide: Destiny to Stay Overnight. Anime news network. 2014-10-04. Archive from the original for 2017-07-27. Kestrel Swift (2014-10-14). Fate/Stay
Night: Unlimited Blade Works Episode #01 Anime Review. Fandom Post. Archive from the original for 2018-07-30. Richard Eisenbays (2015-09-02). Unlimited Blade Works is more than just eye candy. Kotaku. Archive from the original for 2017-07-08. Received 2018-08-27. Nick Creamer (2015-03-07). Review: Fate/Stay Night: Unlimited Blade Works (Limited Edition BD Box Set
1). Anime news network. Archive from the original 2017-11-16. Beveridge, Chris. Destiny/Stay Night: Unlimited Blade runs a limited edition Box Set 2 Blu-ray Anime Review. Fandom's Mail. Archive from the original dated July 16, 2018. Received on November 23, 2018. Tolentino, Josh. Final impressions: Unlimited Blade works. The Japanese. Archive from the original dated
December 9, 2018. Received on December 8, 2018. Annotated anime: Unlimited Blade runs episodes 13-14. The Japanese. Received on December 8, 2018. Fate / Stay At Night: Unlimited Blade Works - Part 1. UK Anime Network. Received on November 23, 2018. Destiny/Stay Night: Unlimited Blade runs a limited edition Box Set 2 Blu-ray Anime Review. Fandom Post. Received
on November 23, 2018. Best Anime of the 2010s. Thrillist. January 3, 2020. Received on January 4, 2020. ^ ⽵箒⽇記 : 2015/06. Type Moon. Archive from the original dated December 30, 2016. Received on December 14, 2018. Fate is not #1 in the collective CD, book, video sales for March. Anime news network. Received on April 24, 2019. Fate is not #1 in the collective CD,
book, video sales for March. Anime news network. Received on April 24, 2019. Top-selling animations in Japan on Blu-ray Disc/DVD series: 2015. Anime news network. Received on February 27, 2019. Destiny / Stay The Night, Psycho-Pass Movie Win Top Newtype Awards. Anime news network. Received on April 24, 2019. Aimer History of the Billboard Chart. Billboard.
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